
PRIVATEUM UNVEILED



The world was in a different place when we started to work on 

Privateum



We were concerned with the problems of economic 

centralization and predominance of the market monopolies



We wanted to prove that technology is capable  of creating the 

new opportunities for global businesses to operate



We believed that principles of democracy and self-help can create 

a strong cooperation resilient to external hurdles



We combined our technical expertise with a solid legal 

partnership to iterate on the solution that would address the 

outlined problems



And ultimately we built Privateum, the platform that allows 

businesses and individuals to operate in a new way



Let’s take a quick look at 

Privateum core features



In Privateum businesses and individuals can freely cooperate 

and exchange assets in a trusted and a secured environment



High-end AML controls keep our  platform free from fraud, 

unfair operations or any malicious intent 



Privateum is the first platform fully owned and governed by 

its members

✔ General meetings

✔ Voting

✔ Transparent decision-making process



Let’s take a closer look at Privateum 

backstage processes



Internal token is used as Privateum currency to perform all 

financial operations in the platform



Internal token is always backed up by the assets locked in 

Privateum vaults and can represent any external currency



Privateum Platform supports multi currency circulation 



Privateum platform also accepts digital assets as its internal 

token liquidity



Privateum securely locks your assets in its vaults and issues 

the equivalent amount of its internal token. 

Internal Token 
=EU 

1/ USD 1 / CZK 1 
etc



At any time Privateum internal token can be converted back to the 

external currency equivalent amount and withdrawn

Internal Coin = $1

Internal Token = $1



Available to members only, Privateum Marketplace creates 

opportunities for market players from all over the world

✔ Product listing
✔ Financial services
✔ Global payment 

opportunity
✔ Workforce 

market
✔ Trade finance





Privateum is not just a cooperation platform. For many businesses 

today it is the only way to survive


